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The History of Prospect in Posters
A History of Prospect in Posters re-visits a key moment in Prospect’s 
history when the area became known for its Community Arts Activities 
and Activism. An essential figure in these developments was local artist 
Ann Newmarch, who opened her studio to community groups from 1978.  
As Prospect’s first Artist in Residence she coordinated workshops in 
screenprinting in 1982 and 1983.  The resulting posters tell a compelling 
story of groups and ideas intersecting in a way that it is hard to imagine 
would ever be replicated. 

C.A.P. Poster Collective, Folk Dance! (detail), 1979, screenprint, 45.5 x 65.5 cm



Community Association of Prospect
At the height of Community Arts Movement, groups of residents sprang 
up and converged across interconnecting projects, activities and political 
agendas in Prospect. They largely arose from developments within 
the Community Association of Prospect (C.A.P.), that formed around 
a resident’s campaign in 1976 against the demolition of the historic St 
Helens House on Prospect Road.  

Additional local concerns about local amenity including the lack of 
community space, local pubs, meeting places and playgrounds led 
residents Gail Layton and Zara Lupton to call out to around 12 other 
residents they thought might be interested in forming an association 

C.A.P. Poster Collective, Call into your Community House, screenprint, 45.5 x 65.5



around these issues.1   This eventually resulted in C.A.P. and an 
operational constitution was presented in 1977 to a general meeting.2   
Their aims were ‘to promote and safeguard interests and welfare of 
all residents in the City of Prospect’ through the ‘preservation and 
improvement of the physical, cultural and aesthetic aspects of the 
environment of City of Prospect;’ and to ‘encourage awareness and 
participation by residents in all matters relating to Civic Affairs’.3  
1 The Prospecter 1978/9, reprinted in Rick Martin and Garry Benson, Prospective: Ten Years of Pub-
lic Art by the People of Prospect, (Adelaide: Prospect Gallery), 1989, p. 14. 
2 A non-exhaustive list of their members included Kristina Barnett, Colin Koch, Sue Collins, David 
Kerr, John Kingsmill, Trish McLaine, Graham McLaine, Geoff McMahon, Brian Medlin, Carol Moore, 
Tony Moore, Jim Newall, Ann Newmarch, Wayne Riley, Alison Roberts, Geoff Roberts, Jenny Taylor, 
Milton Tinkler, and David Young.
3 Community Association of Prospect, Constitution, 1977

C.A.P. Poster Collective, Prospect Community Bus, 1980, screenprint, 38.5 x 21.5cm



C.A.P. Poster Collective
The Poster Collective, or Group as it was alternately known, was formed 
by nine or so local artists who numbered within C.A.P.4    At the Beatrice 
Street Studio run by Newmarch, the group was given instruction in 
silkscreen printing, access to equipment and a de-facto hub around which 
the group gathered.  At the end of the 1978, the group spent five Saturday 
afternoons at a screenprinting workshop at Newmarch’s studio.  They 
produced a 1979 calendar decorated with scenes from CAP activities and 
a series of four Christmas cards.  Calendars were sold locally for $1 and 
cards for 20c.  They also offered to print the C.A.P. logo on your t-shirt, 
requesting that you drop your t-shirt at Beatrice Street with $1 and your 
4 Community Association of Prospect, Newsletter no. 7, November 1978

Unsigned, Prospects for the Future, 1983, screenprint, 65.5 x 45.5cm



address pinned to it, for its return.5 

Through their artistically designed posters, the Poster Group made 
visually accessible the Association’s diverse range of interests: from 
the Village Group and Alternative Energy Shop; the Nuclear Free Zone 
movement in Prospect; to Prospect local’s love of Folk Music.6 

They also made posters promoting the Community Events established 
by the Association, including the Community Playgrounds agenda, C.A.P. 
film nights, the Community Bus and Community House.  At the close of 

5 Community Association of Prospect, Newsletter no. 7, November 1978
6 Ann Newmarch, Projects in Prospect: Artist in residence: Ann Newmarch, 1982-1983, (Adelaide: 
Experimental Art Foundation, 1984), p. 10.

David Kerr, Nuclear Free Party, 1981, screenprint, 65.5 x 45.5cm



1979, they were invited by Prospect Council to produce a poster for the 
newly established Prospect Charities Fair. 

Screenprinting in Prospect
These developments in the local community of Prospect coincided with 
a nation-wide movement of politically active Poster Collectives and 
the emergence of the medium of screenprinting as a powerful political 
artform.  Prospect in the 1970s and 1980s was well-primed with a ready 
community of like-interested residents converging around Newmarch’s 
Beatrice Street Studio and later at the Community House at Vine Street 
established by C.A.P.’s efforts.

Kathie Muir, Untitled (house work), 1983, screenprint, 60.5 x 43cm



Newmarch was one of the foremost proponents in the medium of 
screenprint in Adelaide at this time. The medium of screen-print offered a 
cheap and effective method of creating visually accessible messages and 
political art. Newmarch’s art practice embraced the collaborative and non-
elitist spirit of the community arts movement and in 1975 she took leave 
from a lecturing position at South Australian School of Art and began to 
investigate the possibilities of the medium and set up facilities within her 
home.7 

Screenprinting workshops with instruction by Newmarch in 1982-1983, 
while artist in residence at Prospect, resulted in a number of the posters 
in this exhibition.   Where We Are (In Prospect 1982) was the theme of 
the second of the 1982 workshops run by Newmarch and printmaking 
student Anne Virgo. An exhibition of the same name at the Prospect 
Library was coordinated by Community Arts Officer, Kathie Muir, along 
with a publication.  
7 Julie Robinson, Ann Newmarch: The Personal is the political, (Adelaide: Art Gallery of South Aus-
tralia, 1997), p. 10

Peter Hollard, Untitled, 1983, screenprint, 65.5 x 45.5cm



Its overwhelming success and popularity with locals prompted a follow-up 
exhibition and publication in 1983, Prospects for the Future.  The 1983 
workshops run by Newmarch, Trish McLaine and Jayne Amble produced 
screenprints on the Prospects for the Future theme ranging from personal 
to political, women in the home, war, economics, industrialisation, dreams 
and fantasies for the future.8 

8 Newmarch, Projects in Prospect, p. 10.

Z Ryan, War is Menstruation Envy, 1983, screenprint, 65.5 x 45.5cm



Prospect Local History Collection Digitisation Project

Prospect’s Local History Collection is currently undergoing digitisation.  
In the process, its rich Community Arts archives are coming to light and 
being re-examined in the wake of the digital age.  

These screenprinted posters are a major Collection highlight and a visual 
cornerstone of Prospect’s Local History Collection’s historically significant 
Community Art Archives.  These works are being shown as a complete 
Collection of posters for the first time at Prospect Gallery.

  - 

Sarah Northcott  
Curator

C.A.P. Poster Collective, Playgrounds with a Difference, 1979, screenprint, 45.5 x 65.5cm



Ann Newmarch, Prospect Calendar 1984, 1983, screenprint, 65.5 x 45.5cm
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